and tradesmen.
Radcliffe liked to eat and loved wine. He was convivial, cultivating many friends and admirers as well as the enemies he made by his outspokenness. He owned grand houses and a collection of paintings which included a Rubens, a Frans Hals, a Jan Brueghel the elder, and two important Rembrandts. In his early days, when asked where his study was, he pointed to some phials, a skeleton and a herbary, and said, "Sir, this is Dr Radcliffe's library" (p. 9) . Even at the end of his life his library consisted of no more than 200 books for he was not an author, and certainly not an academic. It is therefore all the more surprising that when he died, after bequests to family, friends, servants and University College, he left £40,000 to be used, after the decease of his sisters, to build a library. This is the Radcliffe Library (now generally known as the Radcliffe Camera), probably the most beautiful eighteenth-century library in the world. He also left £150 per annum for a "Library Keeper" and £100 per annum for the acquisition of books. A number of designs were produced, and it is a pity that the illustrations of these in Howard Colvin's Unbuilt Oxford were not included in this book.' The architect was Nicholas Hawksmoor who had been responsible for the front quadrangle of Queen's College, the Codrington Library of All Souls, and what is now the Clarendon Building. The library was formally opened with a celebratory performance of Handel's oratorio Esther, in April 1749.
Radcliffe had always intended the library to be used by the University, but the first Keeper, Francis Wise (an archaeologist who had recently been pipped at the post for the Bodleian Librarianship) thought otherwise and put a lock on the door. The Vice-Chancellor had the lock removed at once. Wise, who was perhaps an early example of the archivist-librarian who sees his first duty as the protection of books and manuscripts from the prying eyes of readers-not that there was much in the library to be read-put the lock back on again. This time the Vice-Chancellor not only removed the lock but sent a searingly ferocious letter threatening legal action. Wise scuttled back to his benefice in Elsfield. Soon he asserted that ill-health greatly reduced the occasions when he could commute to Oxford.
It was not a happy start. Initially the library had no policy on acquisitions. Some books and manuscripts were donated, a few were bought, but the library was little used. During the year ending June 1837, nearly ninety years after it was opened, the library recorded 4,61 1 visitors; but only 47 of these came to study, of whom 25 were members of the University and 5 were doctors practising in Oxford (p. 180 Observer who was, in the University's opinion, unsuitable for the Chair in Astronomy. Thus the link between the University and the Observatory was severed for ever, and the University built its own observatory. Astronomical observations continued at the Radcliffe Observatory, but by the end of the nineteenth century it was no longer one of the leading observatories in Europe. Its severance from the University had been the beginning of its downfall.
Meanwhile, the Radcliffe Infirmary needed to expand. Several offers to buy Observatory land were turned down, for the Trustees were aware of the need to keep a clear field of vision for observations. But the town flowed north and around the Observatory and it all became a bit too noisy and crowded. In the 1920s, after a succession of overcast and rainy summers, the Trustees decided to move the Observatory to Pretoria in South Africa, partly for better weather, partly to explore the relatively neglected skies of the Southern Hemisphere.
Although the formal connection between the Observatory and the University was severed in 1839, the University, or at least a faction of it, objected in 1930 to the proposed move. The faction was headed by Professor Lindemann (1886 Lindemann ( -1957 , later Lord Cherwell and nicknamed "the Prof.", a prickly, aggressive and snobbish man who became Churchill's favourite scientific adviser in World War II. It is probably significant that Lindemann's father was an astronomer of distinction.4 Lindemann saw the decision as a slur on the state of science in Oxford and maintained that the Observatory site was originally conveyed to the Trustees "for the benefit of the University". As for poor weather, he pointed out that an observatory had recently been transferred from London to Cambridge where the weather was as bad if not worse than Oxford, and that Pretoria lay in a country which "whatever its climatic conditions, has only recently, and possibly only temporarily, become a part of the British Empire" (p. 311-12) . The Trustees were not impressed. Their independence was not to be questioned, and it happened that the decision to move to Pretoria coincided with the plans of Sir William Morris (later Viscount Nuffield) to establish a post-graduate clinical research centre based on the Radcliffe Infirmary. Nuffield's plans were dependent on acquiring the grounds of the Observatory. The Trustees named their sum: £100,000, and the offer was promptly accepted. Thus the Observatory became the Nuffield Institute of Medical Research until, in 1977 , it was incorporated into Green College.
The Radcliffe Trust continues to support an extraordinarily wide range of institutions and activities including architecture, astronomy, medicine, philosophy, theology, the fine arts, dance, crafts, heritage and the environment, and so on (see appendix P). Here, in an already long review I have done no more than touch on a few parts of a book which must become a standard reference for historians of Oxford University, historians of astronomy, and historians of medicine in Oxford. It is immensely readable for two reasons: the author's style, and his skill in handling a huge volume of material. There is, for instance. a long section (pp. 234-42) on the problems of the design, manufacture and delivery of the astronomical instruments to the Observatory in the 1760s and 1770s. I know little about astronomy and nothing about astronomical instruments, yet I found these pages completely riveting. That is what it is like: a gem of a book.
Irvine Loudon, Green College, Oxford
